HF39X24 - 3 Drawer Lateral File Cabinet
A '39 Series' Narrow Cabinet
A Narrow Three Drawer Lateral Filing Cabinet.
The largest member of the Narrow Can-Am family. It’s Can-Am strong,
solid, safe, and durable with a touch of class that stands out.
This three drawer filing cabinet is the perfect height and perfect fit for
home or office. Unlike other cabinets in our offering, this cabinet is too
large to ship by express ground service and ships only by transport truck.
You will find this cabinet at the bottom of the order form.
A beautiful powder coat finish, detailed solid steel construction, and
safety interlocking drawers set it apart from the rest.
The Most Memorable File Cabinet Ever
In keeping with our aesthetic goals, our optional external label holders fit
discreetly into the finger pulls of our drawers. You will not find a tacky
label on this cabinet either. Unlike other file cabinet manufacturers who
plaster a label on their cabinet - we will count on you to remember.
A Lateral Filing Cabinet Good Enough For Your Living Room
The perfect height with a contemporary style that just fits. It is also
part of the Can-Am family of modules so it can be configured into
any setup. As a stand-alone filing solution or in configurations,
HF39X24 provides exceptional value. Optional legs, wheels, and
tops finish it off nicely, and 18 powder coat colors ensure it will
match any decor.
Superior Quality, Value and Infinitely Expandable
The HF39X24 can be configured for letter or legal sized hanging
files. With a capacity of100 lb per drawer it will carry anything you
like. Full extension sliders provide access to every inch and
interlocking drawers prevent tipping. A lock is standard.
Love the Height but Have Room For More?
HF39X24 also comes in a standard size version, HFCAB39 at
37.75” wide. You can combine the two to reach virtually any width.
A variety of tops are available to match different combinations. Both
cabinets will stack with any Can-Am cabinet of its own width.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 95 lb
Cabinet Dimension: 23.5" W x 39" H x 20" D
Inside Drawer: 34" W x 12” H x 18" D
Weight Capacity: 100 lb per drawer
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat available in 18 colors
Lock: Standard ( Cabinets can be ordered without locks )
FEATURES
- Safety interlocking drawers prevent tipping
- Key lock for added safety and security
- Heavy duty full-extension ball bearing sliders
- Includes hardware for connecting when stacking
- Three 12” deep drawers can be configured for legal
or letter sized files or larger and taller items

- Powder coat finish is VOC-free and eco-friendly
- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the cabinet
off the floor.
- Provides dust-free space efficient storage
- Steel is recyclable, so it will never end up in a landfill
- Like all Can-Am cabinets, there is no assembly required.

OPTIONS: CADDY / LEGS / MICA TOP / METAL TOP / LABEL HOLDERS
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